Background
==========

Chromosomes occupy specific regions in the three-dimensional (3D) interphase nucleus, so-called chromosome territories (CTs) \[[@B1]\]. The radial arrangement of CTs shows cell-type specific differences \[[@B1],[@B2]\]. The arrangement of CTs is influenced by many factors, such as chromosome size, gene density and transcription. In lymphocytes, chromosomes with a high gene-density are located further towards the center of the nucleus whereas chromosomes with a lower gene-density are concentrated at the nuclear periphery \[[@B1],[@B3]-[@B6]\]. Transcription is also thought to play an important role in CT arrangement, with transcriptionally active genes usually located on the edge or outside of CTs and inactive genes found in the interior \[[@B7]\]. Gene expression can also cause chromatin movement in the 3D nucleus, as active genes may loop out of their CT altogether, presumably to access a transcription factory \[[@B8],[@B9]\]. The correlation between the radial distribution of CTs and factors such as gene density, replication timing and transcription were examined by Küpper et al. \[[@B10]\]. They found that, in human cell nuclei, gene-density has a dominant impact on the radial distribution of CTs. In mouse cell nuclei other factors like guanine-cytosine content may, however, play a more important role in determining the radial distribution \[[@B11]\].

The position of each CT is established early in G1 and is maintained throughout interphase with minimal constrained diffusion \[[@B12]\]. Changes in the position of CTs have, however, been observed during cell differentiation, senescence and tumorigenesis. This occurs for example during adipocyte \[[@B13]\] and human epidermal keratinocyte differentiation \[[@B14]\]. In human fibroblasts, chromosome positions change when a cell becomes quiescent, senescent or when it re-enters the cell cycle \[[@B15],[@B16]\].

In the present study, we investigated chromosome orientation for the first time in the mouse 3D nucleus. We used multicolor banding (mBANDing). A mBAND paint labels regions of a single chromosome with different fluorochromes. These different stains ensure that the centromeric end, telomeric end and interstitial regions can be differentiated from each other. In the 3D nucleus, the location of each region, and ultimately the orientation of the whole chromosome can, therefore, be determined. mBANDing is commonly used to study intrachromosomal changes in single chromosomes \[[@B17]\], but can also be applied in studies of nuclear architecture. Using mBAND probes, the degree of condensation of human chromosome 5 was determined in both interphase and metaphase \[[@B18]\], more recently the orientation of human chromosomes in sperm nuclei were analyzed \[[@B19]\]. In the latter study, the radial positions of all 24 CTs and their axial *vs*. non-axial as well as their linear *vs*. non-linear, orientations with respect to the sperm tail were determined, as well as the internal organization of chromosome subregions defined by different mBAND probes. A predominantly size-dependent radial arrangement was found for entire CTs. In addition, in particular for the smaller chromosomes, the authors also reported a gene density correlated orientation. Taken together, their study did not identify a preferential internal orientation of CTs with regard to the telomeric and centromeric end.

Our aim was to determine and compare the orientation of chromosome 11 in a diploid mouse PreB lymphocyte cell line and in primary B lymphocytes of congenic \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type mice. Chromosome 11 is a gene dense chromosome \[[@B20]\]. The mBAND paint labels regions of chromosome 11 with four different fluorochromes. After fluorescence *in situ* hybridization (FISH) on 3D preserved cell nuclei, the location of centromeric, telomeric and interstitial regions and the orientation of chromosome 11 were visually determined for 300 nuclei per cell type. We observed three main patterns of chromosome 11 orientations. One arrangement involved chromosome 11 in parallel with the nuclear border, with neither the telomeric nor centromeric end pointing towards the nuclear center. Alternatively, the telomeric or the centromeric end of chromosome 11 were found pointing towards the nuclear center. Our data show that there is no significant difference between the frequencies of these three patterns of chromosome 11 orientations in both types of mouse B lymphocytes studied.

Results
=======

The mBANDing technique was used to study the nuclear organization of chromosome 11 in a diploid mouse Pre B lymphocyte line of BALB/c origin \[[@B21]\] and in B lymphocytes of congenic \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type mice \[[@B22]\]. We visualized mBANDed chromosome 11 in metaphase preparations and chromosome territory (CT) 11 in 3D nuclei. Over 300 nuclei of both PreB and \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type mouse lymphocytes were imaged using Axiovision 4.8 software (Carl Zeiss Inc. Canada). After deconvolution using a constrained iterative algorithm \[[@B23]\], all nuclei were analyzed by visual inspection to determine the orientation of both chromosome 11 homologs. To validate these results, we performed a semi-quantitative analysis of the radial arrangement of individual mBAND probe distributions on a subset of 45 nuclei per cell type using eADS software \[[@B10]\]. The 3D conformation of 90 individual chromosomes 11 from each of the two cell types was determined by measuring angles between the geometric centers of the different mBAND probes in individual chromosome territories. To determine whether cell cycle distribution had an impact on the chromosome 11 orientation patterns seen, cell cycle profiles of both B cell types were measured by FACS analysis.

Chromosome 11 mBANDing in Pre B and T38H wt metaphase preparations
------------------------------------------------------------------

Mouse chromosome 11 is approximately 122 Mb in size and has a mean gene density of 18.7 genes/Mb \[[@B24]\]. The mBAND probe set divides chromosome 11 into four overlapping segments, as illustrated in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A. The pericentromeric region is labeled with Texas Red, the proximal interstitial region in Gold, the distal interstitial region with DEAC and the telomeric region with FITC, respectively. Hybridization of the chromosome 11 mBAND probe to metaphase spreads (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B) was performed to examine copy number and structural stability of chromosome 11 in both cell types. Twenty metaphases in three independent FISH experiments were analyzed per cell type. We observed no structural or numerical aberrations in chromosome 11 in the cells studied. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B represents an example of a PreB lymphocyte metaphase, with both copies of chromosome 11 labeled by the mBAND probe. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C depicts the mBAND profiles of the two chromosomes from a PreB lymphocyte metaphase. All four fluorochromes can be clearly identified.

![**mBAND labeling scheme, metaphase of PreB lymphocytes of BALB/c origin, mBANDed chromosomes 11 and representative \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type B cell interphase nucleus. A** mBAND labeling scheme of mouse chromosome 11. Chromosome 11 is divided into four overlapping segments. Each segment was labeled with a different fluorochrome: the telomeric end in FITC (green), the centromeric end in Texas Red (magenta), and the interstitial segments in DEAC (cyan blue) and Gold (red), respectively. **B** Metaphase from diploid mouse Pre B lymphocytes of BALB/c origin after hybridization with the chromosome 11 mBAND probe. (Scale bar: 10 μm). **C** Two chromosome homologs from a different Pre B lymphocyte metaphase showing (from left to right) display colors, false colors and mBAND fluorescence intensity profiles. **D** Maximum intensity projections of a representative \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type B cell interphase nucleus, from top to bottom: xy-view (z-projection), 60° and 120° rotation around the y-axis (note: the DEAC labeled probe is not shown because of insufficient signal/noise ratio of the FISH signal. The white line outlines the DAPI stained nucleus). (Scale bars are 5 μm).](1471-2121-15-22-1){#F1}

mBANDing of chromosome 11 in interphase nuclei
----------------------------------------------

We performed FISH on 3D preserved cell preparations from the two B cell types. With exception for the distal interstitial probe labeled with DEAC, all mBAND probes consistently showed the identification of specific FISH signals that were clearly distinguishable from non-specific background. We therefore excluded the DEAC labeled mBAND probe from all further measurements. Image z-stacks from 307 nuclei of PreB and 303 nuclei of \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type mouse lymphocytes were captured and deconvolved (Materials and Methods). Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D shows a representative chromosome 11 mBANDing image of a \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type B lymphocyte 3D nucleus. 3D reconstructed images and movies representing various orientation patterns can be viewed in Additional files [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [3](#S3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [4](#S4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [5](#S5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [6](#S6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [7](#S7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [8](#S8){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [9](#S9){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [10](#S10){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [11](#S11){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [12](#S12){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Orientation of chromosome 11 in the 3D nucleus as examined by visual inspection
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using mBANDing, we were able to analyze the chromosome orientation of mouse chromosome 11 subregions for the first time in 3D interphase nuclei. We determined the frequency of nuclear chromosome orientation patterns by visual inspection in all captured nuclei from PreB lymphocytes and \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type mice. mBAND territories were designated as parallel ("P") to the nuclear surface when no chromosome end was pointing towards the nuclear center or the periphery. A homolog of chromosome 11 was classified as "C" when the centromeric region was localized closest to the nuclear border and "T when its telomeric end showed the most peripheral positioning. Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} provides a cartoon illustration for the various orientation patterns observed. The most frequent pattern observed was with both copies of chromosome 11 located in parallel with the nuclear border ("PP") (37.3% and 31.9%, respectively) (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). There was no significant difference in the occurrence of this orientation pattern between both lymphocyte types against all other patterns combined (*p* = 0.20). The second most common orientation observed was with one homolog of chromosome 11 orientated with its telomeric end pointing towards the nuclear center, while the other chromosome 11 was parallel with the nuclear border ("PC") (20.5% and 26.1% in PreB and \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type mouse lymphocytes, respectively). There was no significant difference in the frequency of this orientation pattern seen between both types of lymphocytes (*p* = 0.13) (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). One chromosome 11 pointing with its centromeric end to the center and the other in parallel with the nuclear border ("PT") was the third most common orientation we observed. The occurrence of this orientation pattern did not differ significantly in both types of lymphocytes (*p* = 0.05) with a frequency of 16.3% of the PreB nuclei and of 10.4% of the \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type lymphocyte nuclei (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). In 10.7% of PreB and 5.8% of \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type lymphocyte nuclei, both copies of chromosome 11 were orientated with their centromeric ends to the nuclear center ("TT") (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, in 9.1% in PreB and 7.3% \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type lymphocyte nuclei one chromosome 11 pointed towards the nuclear center with its telomeric end and the other points towards the center with its centromeric end ("CT") (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The scenario that both chromosomes 11 were orientated with their telomeric ends to the nuclear center ("CC") was observed in 6.1% of the PreB and 18.5% of the \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type mouse lymphocyte nuclei (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

![**Cartoon illustration of different possibilities of chromosome 11 orientation pairs in the nucleus.** The representative chromosome is composed of four differently colored segments; green segments represent telomeric ends, magenta segments centromeric ends, proximal and distal (not measured) interstitial segments are shown in cyan blue and red, respectively. The nucleus is illustrated in blue; the black circles divide the nucleus into central, intermediate and peripheral regions (PP = both homologs parallel to the nuclear periphery, PC/PT = one homolog is located in parallel to the periphery, while the other is oriented with its centromeric (red)/telomeric (green) end towards the nuclear periphery, TT = both homologs point with their telomeric (green) ends towards the periphery, CT = one homolog with its centromeric (red) end and the other homolog with its telomeric (green) end pointing towards the nuclear periphery, CC = both homologs point with their centromeric (red) ends towards the nuclear periphery, ). PP, PC and PT in the first row of Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} are observed most frequently.](1471-2121-15-22-2){#F2}

###### 

Frequencies of orientation patterns of chromosome 11

                                                                                                                           **PreB \[%\]**   **\[T38Hx BALB/c\]N wt \[%\]**   **Chi-Square \[p-value\]**
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- -------------------------------- ----------------------------
                                 **Both homologs in parallel to the nuclear border (PP)**                                       37.3                     31.9                           0.20
   **One homolog points with its centromere to the nuclear periphery, the other is parallel to the nuclear border (PC)**        20.5                     26.1                           0.13
     **One copy points with its telomere to the nuclear periphery, the other is parallel to the nuclear border (PT)**           16.3                     10.4                           0.05
                      **Both homologs point with their telomeric end to the nuclear periphery (TT)**                            10.7                     5.8                            0.04
      **One copy points with its telomeric end, and the other copy with centromeric end, to nuclear periphery (CT)**            9.1                      7.3                            0.45
                      **Both copies point with their centromeric ends to the nuclear periphery (CC)**                           6.1                      18.5                         \<0.0001

Orientation patterns of chromosome 11 and the frequency of orientation in Pre B lymphocytes of BALB/c origin and in B cells of congenic \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type mice analyzed by visual inspection. A 2x2 Chi-Square test with p-value of \>0.05 indicates that the frequency of the orientation is not significantly different between the two cell types. Each pattern was tested between the two cell types against all other patterns combined and the expected values were based on the marginal totals. There is a significant difference in the percentage of cells that display these major 2x3 orientation patterns between the two cell types (*p* \<0.0001). (P = parallel, C = centromere points to periphery, T = telomere points to periphery).

By visual inspection we observed three main patterns of chromosome 11 orientation in the 3D interphase nucleus: (1) both homologs of chromosome 11 in parallel to the nuclear border ("PP"); (2) one copy of chromosome 11 in parallel to the border and the other copy pointing with its telomeric end towards the nuclear center ("PC"); (3) one copy of chromosome 11 in parallel to the border and the other copy pointing with its centromeric end towards the center ("PT"). Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows the frequencies of the different orientation patterns in the two cell types and 2x2 chi square *p*-values demonstrating the significant difference of each pattern with respect to all other orientation patterns combined. There was no significant difference in the occurrence of the orientation patterns observed between both B cell types (*p* \> 0.05), with the exception of two minor patterns of orientation: when both copies of chromosome 11 pointed with their centromeric ("TT") (p = 0.04) or telomeric ("CC") (*p* \< 0.0001) ends towards the nuclear center (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

A 2x3 contingency analysis of just the three major orientation patterns indicated that there was a significant difference in the distribution of the three patterns between the two cell type (*p* \< 0.001).

Semi-automated quantitative analysis of mBAND 11 orientation in mouse lymphocytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To validate the above results, we analyzed nuclear orientation patterns of individual chromosomes 11 for a subset of 45 nuclei per cell type with the semi-automated software package eADS \[[@B9]\]. The mean radial arrangement of telomeric, interstitial and centromeric mBAND regions was determined in these 45 nuclei from both B cell types. We measured the 3D FISH signal distance to the nuclear surface in nm using eADS software \[[@B10]\], and then transformed these values to relative values (%) by normalizing it to the nuclear radius. Additional files [13](#S13){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [14](#S14){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [15](#S15){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and Additional file [16](#S16){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: Table S1 show the results of the semi-automated software assisted analysis: The data indicate that this semi-quantitative analysis identifies, similar to the visual inspection, three most frequent orientation patterns for mouse chromosome 11.

When comparing the individual results of the quantitative analysis to the analysis by visual inspection of all 45 image per cell type we found, however, that only 30/45 (67%) nuclei of \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type mouse lymphocyte and 28/45 (62%) nuclei of Pre B lymphocytes showed concordant results with both methods.

3D conformation of mouse chromosome 11
--------------------------------------

We evaluated the 3D conformation of chromosome 11 in the two lymphocyte cell types using the software eADS \[[@B9]\]. We measured the angles between the geometric centers of centromeric, interstitial and telomeric mBAND territories using the interstitial segment as apex. Analysis of each 90 PreB and \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type chromosomes using DistAngle software allowed us to determine whether the chromosome territory is preferentially straight or angulated during interphase. Mean measured angles in PreB cells (107°) were very similar compared to \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wildtype B cells (106°) and showed no statistically significant differences (*p* = 0.99). In both cell types we observed a broad distribution of measured angles (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B). 19% of PreB and 15% of \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type B cell CT11 showed angles between 0 and 60° and were considered as rather angulated. 47% of PreB and 43% of \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type B cell CT11 showed angles between 121° and 180° and indicate a trend towards a straight configuration (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A and B).

![**3D conformation analysis of chromosome 11 mBAND territories in Pre B lymphocyte nuclei and in B cell nuclei of congenic \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type mice using measured angles between geometric centers of centromeric, interstitial (apex) and telomeric chromosome band territories in individual chromosomes A Distribution of measured angles in each 90 PreB and \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type B individual chromosomes 11. B** Bar diagram showing the percentage of angulated chromosomes with telomeric band territories in close proximity to centromeric regions (0-60° = chromosome 11 territory angulated), intermediate (61-120°) and straight chromosomes (121-180° = chromosome 11 territory straight) in the two cell lines. **C** Distribution of calculated angle differences between homologous CT pairs as a measure for the similarity of the 3D conformation of the two chromosomes 11 CT in individual nuclei.](1471-2121-15-22-3){#F3}

We also calculated the angle difference between homologous CT11 in individual nuclei. Again, we observed a broad distribution of measured angle differences in both B cell types ranging from 4°-136° (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}C). Mean angle differences between homologs in PreB cells (51°) were slightly larger compared to \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type B cells (43°), but no statistically significant differences were observed (*p* = 0.88).

Cell cycle profiles
-------------------

To investigate whether cell cycle stages impact on the nuclear orientation and orientation patterns of mouse chromosome 11, we carried out fluorescent activated cell sorter (FACS) analysis of cell cycle profiles. The DNA profile of the PreB lymphocytes of BALB/c origin is shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A and the DNA profile of the \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type mouse B cells is shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B. As the PreB lymphocytes were kept proliferating in culture, the cells are distributed throughout the different cell cycle phases with 45.08% in G0/G1, 44.18% in S and 21.80% in G2/M (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A). Contrastingly, the vast majority of the primary B cells are found in G0/G1 (94.76%) with only 5.22% in S and 2.38% in G2/M (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B). The comparison of the distinct cell cycle profiles observed for the \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type mouse B cells and PreB cells indicates that the chromosome 11 orientation is independent of cell cycle profiles in the two B cell types examined in our study.

![**Cell cycle profiles determined by FACS analysis**. The graphs illustrate the cell count in the different phases of the cell cycle, which correlates to the propidium iodide intensity. **A** The cell cycle profile of PreB lymphocytes of BALB/c origin. 45.08% of cells are found in G0/G1, 44.18% in S and 21.80% in G2/M. **B** The cell cycle profile of primary B cells from \[T38HxBALB/c\] wild-type mice. 94.76% of cells are found in G0/G1, 5.22% in s and 2.38% in G2/M.](1471-2121-15-22-4){#F4}

Discussion
==========

We used mBANDing for the first time to study chromosome orientation in the mouse 3D B cell nucleus. This technique has mostly been used previously to detect intrachromosomal rearrangements such as inversions, translocations and deletions in metaphase spreads \[[@B17]\]. One previous study used mBANDing to examine the spatial arrangements and the 3D configuration of CT in human sperm nuclei, demonstrating that mBANDing is an excellent technique to determine the 3D nuclear orientation of chromosomes \[[@B19]\]. Two alternative approaches were recently described, which could also be applied for a 3D topology analysis of mouse chromosomes, or could even be combined with the mouse mBAND probe set to further enhance the subregional resolution of the FISH banding probe set. One first approach used evolutionary rearranged chromosomes as subchromosomal probes for 3D-FISH \[[@B25]\], the second pooled BAC probes for predefined genomic regions or interest \[[@B26]\].

Using a mouse mBAND 11 probe set, we first determined chromosome 11 orientation by visual inspection. We then conducted a semi-automated quantitative analysis using the software eADS \[[@B9]\]. Both methods agreed on the identification and frequency of three different orientation patterns but did not coincide for each nucleus measured.

This result points to differences in the interpretation of mBAND data by the user (visual inspection) and by the user performing semi-automated analysis that includes the manual segmentation of the regions of interest. During this procedure, some pixels might have been discarded or identified as artifacts when cutting out the bands separately in different channels with no overview of the whole chromosome. It was not possible to distinguish low grey levels from each other or background pixels with value 0, which may lead to mistakes in the manual segmentation. The pixels of the bands were measured with respect to the nucleus stained in DAPI. If DAPI staining was weaker in some cells than in others, then the subsequent identification of the positions of the band pixels are measured inaccurately. Due to the lack of a fully automated program, these current measurements are only indicative of varied chromosome orientation patterns in the cells examined, but no absolute measure of chromosome band positioning. We are currently working towards a fully automated program.The PreB cells were kept proliferating in culture, while the majority (94.76%) of the primary B cells were directly isolated from the mice (kept under specific pathogen free (SPF) conditions) and are in G0/G1 of the cell cycle; this was confirmed through FACS cell cycle analysis (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In cycling PreB cells no correlation was found between cell cycle stage and radial orientation of mBAND CT. We have not determined the cell cycle stage of the individual nuclei, e.g. by BrdU, so we can only state "no difference between cycling and quiescent cells" The influences of differentiation and gene density on the nuclear architecture and on the radial orientation of gene dense telomeric chromatin appear to be a more likely cause for the observed differences between the two cell types. Gene density can be ruled out as cause for differences because it is the same in both cell types. This leaves differentiation as cause, which is linked to transcription.

Transcription may influence chromosome position. Regions of chromatin have been shown to change position in the nucleus with activation and increased levels of transcription \[[@B8],[@B27],[@B28]\]. Transcription factories can also alter the arrangement of chromatin as genes may loop out of their territory to be transcribed \[[@B29]\] or multiple genes will meet to be co-transcribed in a single transcription factory \[[@B30]\]. The access to transcription factories , therefore, may be relevant for the orientation of chromosomes in the nucleus. A possible rotation of a chromosome in the nucleus may be an alternate way in which active regions can access the transcription machinery. For example, chromosome rotation could occur around the centromeric or telomeric end. This would allow genes that lay close to rotation axis to remain in a stable position whereas those further away will undergo a positional change. Alternatively, or in addition to rotation, a chromosome territory may adopt different large-scale folding patterns in order to reach this goal, which may result in straight or angulated 3D conformations. Additionally, the active state of chromatin with regards to methylation, acetylation and other post-translational histone modifications, may not only alter chromatin condensation but also orientation. To test for the effects of transcription on chromosome orientation was beyond the scope of this study.

In approximately 45% of the nuclei examined, it was observed that the two homologs of chromosome 11 did not have the same orientation. This may be an innate protection mechanism of the cell. It has been shown by Heride et al. \[[@B31]\] that chromosomes are non-randomly closer to a heterologue than a homologue. This led them to propose that it may be evolutionarily important to position chromosomes in this way to avoid homologous recombination and to avoid damaging both copies of a chromosome by a single genotoxic stress event. The same argument may explain why two copies of a chromosome may adopt different orientations in the nucleus.

In this study we examined, for the first time, chromosome orientation in the murine 3D nucleus using mBANDing. We found that the orientation of chromosome 11 in PreB lymphocytes of BALB/c origin and primary B cells of congenic \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type mice varies between distinct patterns of orientation. Gene density has been thought to be the primary factor influencing lymphocyte CT arrangement. We find, however, that it is not sufficient to determine the orientation of mouse chromosome 11 in B cells. Because gene-density is stable, it cannot account for differences in the three major patterns of chromosome 11 orientation we observed. Although we did not find orientation pattern and gene-density to be linked for chromosome 11 in both B-cell models, this may not hold true for all mouse chromosomes and cell types and should be assessed for other chromosomes and non B lineage cell types. At present, our findings allow us to conclude that chromosomes may display distinct orientations in the interphase nucleus of diploid mouse B cells during some stages of differentiation, but the underlying mechanisms require further investigation.

Conclusion
==========

We analyzed for the first time the orientation of mouse chromosome 11 with respect to the telomeric and centromeric ends of chromosomes in the 3D interphase nucleus. Distinct orientation patterns of CT 11 in PreB lymphocytes of BALB/c origin and primary B cells of congenic \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type mice were observed. The most frequent pattern was with both homologs positioned in parallel to the nuclear border in both types of B lymphocytes. Alternatively the telomeric or centromeric end was found pointing towards the nuclear periphery or center. Overall, chromosome orientation appears to be a non-random feature of the genome in interphase nuclei.

Methods
=======

Cell harvest and cell culture
-----------------------------

Mouse PreB lymphocytes of BALB/c origin \[[@B21]\] were cultured in RPMI 1640 media supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% penicillin-streptomycin, 1% L-Glutamine, 1% sodium pyruvate and 0.1% β-mercaptoethanol (Invitrogen/Gibco, Burlington, ON, Canada). Cells were incubated at 37°C.

Primary B cells were harvested from spleens of three 6 to 8 weeks old congenic \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type mice \[[@B22]\]. Procedures were conducted according to Animal Protocol 11-019, approved by Central Animal Care Services, University of Manitoba (Winnipeg, MB, Canada).

2D and 3D fixation
------------------

2D chromosome fixation was conducted as described by Mai and Wiener \[[@B32]\]. Primary B cells and PreB lymphocytes were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 1000 rpm. The pellet was resuspended in 0.075 M KCl for 30 minutes. Next the cells underwent centrifugation for 10 minutes at 1000 rpm and then a drop fixation with 3:1 methanol to acetic acid. After resuspension of the pellet, cells were dropped onto slides.

3D nuclei fixation was conducted as described by Solovei et al. \[[@B33]\]. Primary B cells and PreB lymphocytes were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 1000 rpm. After resuspension of the pellet, cells were applied to slides. One hour later, the slides were washed in 1 × phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), 0.3xPBS and then incubated in freshly prepared 3.7% formaldehyde. Next the slides were washed in 0.05% Triton-X-100/1xPBS, followed by a wash in 0.5% Triton-X-100/1xPBS. The slides were then incubated in 20% Glycerol/1×PBS, for at least an hour, and subsequently underwent repeated freeze/thaw cycles in liquid nitrogen. Afterwards, the slides were washed in 0.05% Triton-X-100/1xPBS, followed by incubation in 0.1 M HCl. After washing the slides in 2× saline sodium citrate buffer (SSC) they were kept at least one hour in 50% formamide/2×SSC at 4°C.

Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis
---------------------------------------------------

FACS analysis was conducted as described by Caporali et al. \[[@B34]\]. Briefly, PreB lymphocytes BALB/c origin and primary B cells of \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type mice were fixed in 70% cold ethanol and incubated at 4°C overnight. The following day, the pellet was washed twice with 1% FBS in 1xPBS after centrifugation at 1200 rpm for ten minutes. The final pellet was resuspended in 1×PBS and stained with propidium iodide (1 μg/mL) (Sigma Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada). Flow cytometry was used to analyze the cell cycle profiles using a FACSCalibur (Becton Dickinson, Mississauga, ON, Canada).

Multicolor banding
------------------

The mBANDing probe for mouse chromosome 11 was previously described by Benedek et al. \[[@B35]\] and was purchased from Metasystems (Altussheim, Germany) for the present experiments. The pericentromeric region is labeled with Texas Red, the proximal interstitial region in Gold, the distal interstitial region in DEAC and the telomeric region with FITC, respectively. First, slides were equilibrated in 2×SSC, followed by an RNAase A treatment (100 μg/ml) in 2×SSC for one hour at 37°C, and then incubation in freshly prepared 0.01 M HCl with 100 μg/ml pepsin for two minutes. After washing the slides in 1xPBS, they were pretreated in 1% formaldehyde in 1×PBS/50 mM MgCl2, followed by a wash in 1×PBS. For denaturation, the slides were incubated in 0.1×SSC, and then transferred into 2×SSC at 70°C for 30 minutes. After the solution was cooled down to 37°C, the slides were transferred to 0.1×SSC and then denatured in 0.07 M NaOH at room temperature for one minute. Before dehydration in ethanol (30%, 50%, 70% and 90%), the slides were placed in 0.1×SSC and then 2×SSC at 4°C. Next, the mBANDing probe was applied as recommended, sealed to the slide with rubber cement and incubated for two days at 37°C. Post-hybridization washes included 1×SSC at 75°C and in 4×SSC/0.05% Tween20. The chromatin was counterstained with 4'6'-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and mounted with ProLong Gold antifade (Invitrogen/Gibco, Burlington, ON, Canada).

Image acquisition
-----------------

Two-dimensional image acquisition was performed using an Axioplan 2 microscope (Carl Zeiss Ltd., Toronto, ON, Canada) with a 63x/1.4 oil objective lens (Carl Zeiss Ltd., Toronto, ON, Canada) and the ISIS-FISH imaging system 5.0 SR 3 (Metasystems Group Inc. Boston, MA, USA). A DAPI filter was used to visualize the chromosomal counterstain. To detect the four regions of chromosome 11 that were labeled with different fluorochromes (DEAC, FITC, Gold and TexasRed, respectively), appropriate narrow band pass filters were used (Chroma Technologies). The region pseudo-colored in green was detected by a SP-101 fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) filter (Excitation CWL/Bandwidth: 471 nm/39 nm, Emission CWL/Bandwidth: 522 nm/40 nm, Chroma Series No.: SP100), the region pseudo-colored in cyan by a 31036v2 7-diethylaminocoumarin-3-carboxylic acid (DEAC) filter (Excitation CWL/Bandwidth: 436 nm/20 nm, Emission CWL/Bandwidth: 480 nm/30 nm, Chroma Series No.: 31000 Series), the region pseudo-colored in red by a 11006v3 Gold filter (Excitation CWL/Bandwidth: 350 nm/50 nm, Emission CWL/Bandwidth: 515 nm/nm, Chroma Series No.: 11000 Series) and the region pseudo-colored in magenta by a 41004 Texas Red® filter (Excitation CWL/Bandwidth: 560 nm/55 nm, Emission CWL/Bandwidth: 645 nm/75 nm, Chroma Series No.: 41000 Series).

For the 3D image acquisition, an AxioImager Z2 microscope (Carl Zeiss Inc. Canada) equipped with the same filter sets as for 2D image acquisition and an AxioCam MRm (Carl Zeiss Inc. Canada) was used, combined with Axiovision 4.8 software (Carl Zeiss Inc. Canada). To reconstruct a 3D image, z-stacks of 80 slices, with 200 nm axial distance and 102 nm x/y pixel size were acquired. Deconvolution was performed with a constrained iterative algorithm \[[@B23]\] using Axiovision 4.8 software (Carl Zeiss Inc. Canada). The chromosome orientation was determined by visual inspection based on the mBAND FISH pattern.

Quantitative semi-automated analysis
------------------------------------

Quantitative measurements of mean radial mBAND probe distributions with respect to the nuclear border were performed using the software eADS, a 3D distance measurement tool described in detail by Küpper et al. \[[@B10]\]. In short, the pixels are manually classified as being band or not and being nucleus or not. The Euclidean distance between the nuclear surface and each bands pixel is then measured from these images. For the probe distributions each pixel in each band is used, for the determination of the orientation only the smallest distance for each band is used. The orientation was determined by the difference in radial position of the telomeric and centromeric band. When the difference was smaller than N percentpoints it was called parallel. The software DistAngle \[[@B36]\] was employed to measure 3D angles between geometric centers of different mBAND probes from individual chromosomes.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

The different orientations of chromosome 11 were compared to each other and compared between the different types of lymphocytes using all of the following tests: Chi-Square, Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square, Continuity Adj Chi-Square and Mantel Haenszel Chi-Square analysis. The *p*-values of test results shown here for the comparison of different orientations are the Chi-Square values. All other tests yielded similar results (data not shown).

The Mann-Whitney rank sum test was used to determine statistically significant differences in the median radial arrangement of mBAND FISH signals. A *p*-value \<0.05 was considered significant.
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###### Additional file 1

3D movie of a \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild type B cell nucleus with the orientation pattern "CP".
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###### Additional file 2

3D movie illustrating a Pre B nucleus with the orientation pattern "PP".
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###### Additional file 3

**3D view of a Pre B nucleus with the orientation pattern "CT".** One chromosome 11 is oriented with its centromeric end (red) towards the nuclear center, whereas the other chromosome 11 is oriented with its telomeric end (green) towards the center.
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###### Additional file 4

3D movie illustrating a Pre B nucleus with the orientation pattern "TP".
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###### Additional file 5

3D view of a Pre B nucleus with the orientation pattern "PP". Both copies of chromosome 11 are located in parallel to the nuclear periphery.
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###### Additional file 6

3D movie illustrating a Pre B nucleus with the orientation pattern "TT".
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###### Additional file 7

**3D view of a Pre B nucleus with the orientation pattern "TP".** One chromosome 11 is oriented with its centromeric end (red) towards the nuclear center and with its telomeric end (green) towards the periphery, the other chromosome is located in parallel to the nuclear periphery.
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###### Additional file 8

3D movie illustrating a Pre B nucleus with the orientation pattern "CC".
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###### Additional file 9

**3D view of a Pre B nucleus with the orientation pattern "TT".** Both copies of chromosome 11 are pointing with their centromeric ends (red) towards the nuclear center, whereas their telomeric ends (green) are pointing towards the periphery.
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###### Additional file 10

**3D view of a \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild type B cell nucleus with the orientation pattern "CP".** One chromosome 11 is located in parallel to the nuclear periphery, the other is oriented with its telomeric end (green) towards the center.
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###### Additional file 11

3D movie of a \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild type B cell nucleus with the orientation pattern "CP".
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###### Additional file 12

**3D view of a \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild type B cell nucleus with the orientation pattern "CC".** Both copies of chromosome 11 are pointing with their telomeric ends (green) towards the nuclear center.
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###### Additional file 13

**Mean radial distribution of the centromeric, interstitial and telomeric mBAND FISH signals in A PreB and B T38wt cell nuclei.** The 3D FISH signal distance to the nuclear surface was measured nm using eADS software (Küpper et al., 2007) (n = number of nuclei, nm = nanometer). **A** In PreB cells the mean radial position of the telomeric segment was at 2016 nm and 42% relative distance from the nuclear surface, the interstitial segment at 2178 nm (46%) and the centromeric segment at 2151 nm (45%). **B** In T38wt cells mean absolute and relative probe distances to nuclear surface were 1906 nm (56%) for the telomeric region, 1617 nm (47%) for the interstitial and 1522 nm (44%) for the centromeric region. A small percentage of nuclei shows band signals beyond the nuclear border. This is probably due to weak nuclear DAPI stain measured by the software eADS (see Discussion).
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###### Additional file 14

**Normalized (% distance to nuclear surface) radial centromeric, interstitial and telomeric mBAND probe distributions in individual chromosomes from each 45APreB andB\[T38HxBALB/c\]N wild-type B cell nuclei using eADS software.** The 3D FISH signal distance to the nuclear surface in nm was transformed to relative values (%) by normalization using the nuclear radius as reference. Each colored dot represents the radial position of the geometric center from an individual chromosome 11. The two chromosome 11 homologs from each nucleus are shown side by side. Nuclei with a similar radial orientation of the two homologs are depicted in clusters separated by bold vertical lines. mBAND territories were designated as parallel ("P") to the nuclear surface when each of the measured relative radial distances between centromeric, telomeric and interstitial chromosome segments was less than 15% of the nuclear radius. This equals to approximately a 400-500 nm radial distance depending on the size of the respective nucleus. We chose a 15% cut-off level because this is approximately twice the distance between consecutive image z-sections of 200 nm. Consequently, in chromosome 11 territories where at least one of the measured relative distances between mBAND territories would exceed 15% the CT was assigned an orientation with either the telomeric or the interstitial or the centromeric end pointing towards the nuclear periphery or center. (P = parallel, C = centromere points to periphery, I = interstitial is most peripheric, T = telomere points to periphery).
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###### Additional file 15

**Relative radial orientation of 45 homologous chromosome 11 mBAND CT pairs from each 45 PreB and \[T38HxBALB/c\]N wildtype B cell interphase nuclei. Frequencies (%) of homologous CT pairs showing different combinations of radial orientations.** (P = parallel, C = centromere points to periphery, I = interstitial is most peripheric, T = telomere points to periphery).
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###### Additional file 16: Table S1

Results of semi-automated quantitative analysis using the software eADS. Frequencies of relative orientation patterns of homologous chromosomes in individual nuclei. (P=parallel, C=centromere points to periphery, I=interstitial is most peripheric, T=telomere points to periphery).
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